
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF GEORGIA 

ATLANTA DIVISION 
 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA ) 

ex rel. KATHY ISLEY and ) 
 MARK WOOD,   ) 
      ) 

Plaintiff-Relators,   ) 
      ) 
v.      ) Civil Action No. 1:09-CV-02381-TWT 
      )  
LOCKHEED MARTIN CORP.,  ) Jury Trial Requested 
      )  

Defendant.    ) 
 

FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT 

COME NOW qui tam Relators Kathy Isley and Mark Wood, on behalf of 

and in the name of the United States, and in their own capacity, and amend their 

Complaint in this Action pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 15(a)(1), showing the Court as 

follows: 

JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

1. This action arises under the False Claims Act, as amended, 31 U.S.C. §§ 

3729 et seq. 

2. This court has subject matter jurisdiction over this action pursuant to 31 

U.S.C. § 3732(a) and 28 U.S.C. § 1345. 
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3. This court has personal jurisdiction over the Defendants pursuant to 28 

U.S.C. § 1331 and 31 U.S.C. § 3732(a) in that Defendants do or transact business 

in this jurisdiction and portions of the violations of the False Claims Act described 

herein were carried out in this district. 

4. Venue is proper in this district under 28 U.S.C. §§ 1391(b) and (c) and under 

31 U.S.C. § 3732(a). 

THE PARTIES 

5. Lockheed Martin Corporation (hereinafter referred to as “Lockheed”) is a 

major defense contractor with aeronautics division facilities located in Marietta, 

Georgia; Fort Worth, Texas; and Palmdale, California. Lockheed’s corporate 

structure includes various unincorporated divisions, such as Lockheed Martin 

Aeronautical Systems Co. (“LMASC”) and Lockheed Martin Space Systems Co., 

that are a part of Lockheed. 

6. Lockheed has contracts to produce many high-profile aircraft for the United 

States military, including the F-22 fighter jet, the C-130 cargo plane, and the Joint 

Strike Fighter. The military relies upon Lockheed to produce high-quality aircraft 

efficiently. Lockheed received $36 billion in government contracts in 2008 alone, 

more than any company in history. 
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7. Lockheed and the Government operate under a Forward Pricing Rate 

Agreement and Cost Plus contracts, under which the Government pays Lockheed’s 

expenses, including the salary and wages of Lockheed employees working on its 

contracts. 

8. Relator Kathy Isley was employed by Lockheed from June 15, 1981 to May 

1, 2012. Relator Isley has worked as an administrative assistant at Lockheed since 

1999, and worked with Relator Wood from approximately 2001 until Wood’s 

termination in April 2009. 

9. Relator Isley was constructively terminated by Lockheed in April 2012. 

10. Relator Mark Wood served as the Marietta, Georgia location’s Site Medical 

Director from November 2002 through April 2009. For twelve years prior to that, 

Wood was a Senior Occupational Staff Physician at the same Marietta location of 

Lockheed. 

11. Relator Wood was also certified as a Six Sigma Black Belt, the highest level 

of Six Sigma certification. Six Sigma is a business management strategy adopted 

and utilized by Lockheed, a disciplined, data-driven approach and methodology for 

eliminating defects (driving toward six standard deviations between the mean and 

the nearest specification limit) in any process. 
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12. As a Six Sigma Black Belt, Relator Wood worked on projects for Lockheed 

outside of the medical department with the goal of maximizing efficiency and 

savings for Lockheed. 

FRAUDULENT SCHEMES 

13. As a contractor with the United States Government, Lockheed passes on to 

the United States Government time charged by its employees on Government 

contracts. 

14. Employees charge actual hours worked (hereinafter referred to as “actual 

labor hours”) to the particular Government contracts being worked on during those 

hours. 

15. Lockheed spreads overhead costs, including billing for time spent not 

working during the regular work day (such as for sick leave, vacation time, jury 

duty, personal business, Family and Medical Leave Act (“FMLA”) leave, Short 

Term Disability Leave (“STDL”), or other reasons) (hereinafter referred to as “lost 

time”), across all of Lockheed’s Government contracts. 

16. Relator Wood was assigned a series of projects, in his role as a Six Sigma 

Black Belt (and to Relator Isley as his assistant), to improve “return to work” 

practices and to reduce costs due to lost time. 
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17. Relators were given the task of conducting a statistical study of lost time, to 

analyze the results, and to use their findings to create a proposal to enhance cost 

efficiency. They worked on a series of projects dedicated to these issues from 2005 

through 2009, which led them to uncover the related fraud discussed herein. 

18. Relators conducted these studies by looking for patterns, rather than isolated 

instances, to determine whether there were systemic flaws in the system. 

19. When LMASC combined with the rest of Lockheed as a single company in 

or about 2004, the FMLA coordinator at LMASC was fired, and Relators (who 

were already with Lockheed) were assigned the task of showing LMASC how to 

track and record FMLA hours the way the rest of Lockheed did. 

20. While reviewing LMASC’s records, Relators found that LMASC 

supervisors were letting their employees have an unlimited amount of FMLA leave 

when they should have been limited to 12 weeks in a 12 month period per FMLA 

regulations. 

21. Relators were heralded for their efforts and findings in this FMLA project, 

as their results and suggestions were seen as a way to save the company money and 

increase efficiency. 
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22. As a result of the attention that Relators had received from this project, in or 

about 2006, Al Hall, an official with Lockheed’s Finance Department, called upon 

Relators and asked for their assistance with additional projects. 

23. One such project was a review of the absence coding being inputted into the 

labor recording system by hourly employees. The purpose of this review was to 

ensure that employees were using the correct labor codes. 

24. As Relators reviewed these absence codes, they began to notice that some 

hourly employees were using absence codes during the work week and then 

making up the work during the weekends. 

25. Relators noticed that these employees were getting paid overtime (a higher 

rate) for the time they were making up, and so they expanded their search to see if 

they were exploiting this loophole in the system. 

26. When Relators further expanded their search to include salaried employees, 

they found a pattern of abuse among salaried employees who were regularly taking 

leave during the regular work week, billing that time under absence codes, making 

that time up over the weekends, and getting paid for both, including overtime. 

27. In essence, by simply rescheduling their work from weekday to weekend, 

they were able to bill for the weekday and get paid overtime. 
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28. Relator Wood viewed this as an obvious flaw in the labor tracking and 

billing systems. Wood proposed, and was allowed, to expand his Six Sigma project 

to evaluate the extent of this flaw and what it was costing the company in improper 

billing. 

29. Relator Isley had access to Lockheed’s “data warehouse”, a massive 

database accessible from Lockheed’s internal website that allowed Relator Isley to 

access the labor recording and billing for Lockheed’s employees. 

30. The data warehouse granted Relator Isley the ability to input “queries” that 

would produce spreadsheets with such data including (and the ability to search and 

sort by) dates, sites, employees, work orders, and contracts. 

31. The data warehouse also contained the spreadsheets and search results 

created by others with access to the data warehouse, including Lockheed’s Finance 

Department. 

32. Utilizing the data warehouse, Relators reviewed and catalogued thousands of 

instances of labor recording from 2005 through 2009 where the employee had not 

worked 40 hours in a week, but where that employee’s time had been billed as 

overtime or double time directly to Government contracts, or where that 

employee’s time had been billed as overtime or double time to overhead accounts 

that were billed to LMC’s Government contracts. 
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33. The results of these studies and the review of labor entry and billing for 

thousands of Lockheed employees from 2005 to 2009 led Relators to realize that 

there is a serious flaw in Lockheed’s timekeeping software, which causes 

overstatements of actual labor hours and overhead reported to the Government. 

34. As a result of these overstatements, the weekly disclosures that Lockheed is 

required by contract to submit to its federal customers are filled with inaccurate 

data, particularly where the statements relate the weekly totals of “straight time” 

and “overtime” that employees have spent that week working on various contracts. 

35. On September 7, 2006, Relator Wood met with Bruce Grant, from the Office 

of Finance and Business Operations, who reported to Aeronautics controller Jon 

Gunderson, who granted Relator Wood access to the weekly reports to federal 

customers. 

36. Relator Wood saw firsthand that the reports were worded in such a way as to 

eliminate the ambiguities found in the labor data. 

37. These inaccurate weekly disclosures were and are submitted on Government 

contracts including but not limited to the F-22 EMD and manufacturing contracts, 

and contracts for the P3, C-130, C-5, F-35 JSF, and F-16. 

38. Relators were aware as early as 2006 that these improper costs were being 

passed on to Government contracts, but considered the matter to be a “software 
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glitch” with the STARS system, and so presented it as such to their superiors and 

Lockheed management (specifically in Human Resources and Finance) on 

numerous occasions with the expectation that Lockheed would then fix the 

problem. 

39. Relators were lauded for what they had discovered when it became apparent 

that it could save Lockheed on its own costs, where it was paying these employees 

out of pocket for time spent not working, but there was not a similarly enthusiastic 

response from Lockheed to their research findings that accurate recordkeeping 

would also prevent lost time from being improperly billed to the Government. 

40. Until about May 2008, Relators were focused on eliminating waste in the 

labor recording system at Lockheed, and felt that they merely needed to reach the 

right person at Lockheed to fix the problem with STARS to save the company 

money. 

41. In or about May 2008, while working on a separate project with an outside 

consultant, the consultant helped Relators to appreciate the extent to which this 

glitch in STARS was not merely a “Lockheed problem”, but rather a “Government 

problem,” namely that Lockheed knew that STARS was incorrectly billing for lost 

time and that these costs were being passed on to the Government through the 

Government contracts, and so to allow the problem to continue amounted to fraud. 
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In fact, when the consultant realized the extent of the problem, she told Relators 

that she felt uncomfortable discussing it further. 

42. Once explained in this way, it became immediately apparent to Relators that 

their future meetings and presentations with Lockheed officials needed to be 

focused around ceasing and preventing extensive and serious fraud on the 

Government, rather than merely cost savings. 

43. When Relators re-presented their findings in the context of costs being 

improperly passed on to the Government, however, they were told to cease their 

investigation and Relator Wood was soon thereafter fired. 

44. Upon information and belief, the glitch in STARS was never fixed, and the 

Government has continued to be improperly charged, and no money ever repaid, 

under the schemes described herein. 

45. Properly charging employees’ time to either a direct project account or to 

allowable overhead is required by law. 

46. Accurate labor charging is important to the United States Government. 

47. Mischarging labor time is theft from the Government, even where it involves 

overhead-related time keeping, and can result in Lockheed’s debarment or 

suspension as a Government contractor pursuant to Federal Acquisition Regulation 
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(“FAR”) 9.4. Furthermore, it subjects Lockheed to liability under the False Claims 

Act. 

Fraud in the Time Recording System 

48. In order to track the hours of each Aeronautics Division employee at 

Lockheed, the employees input the hours that they work into the Salary Time & 

Attendance Recording System (“STARS”). 

49. Employees also input their lost time into STARS, i.e., time during the 

regular work day that was not spent working, by inputting an absence code. 

50. In tallying time worked, however, STARS does not distinguish between time 

spent working and lost time. It takes every hour entered (regardless of the code 

employed) and totals it by contract (with actual labor hours applied to the specific 

contract that had been worked on and lost time divided and spread out across all of 

the Government contracts). This information is then used to bill the federal 

Government. 

51. In other words, billing submissions to the Government do not reflect the 

time actually worked; rather, they reflect the total time entered into STARS. 

52. In addition to the Government paying the costs of lost time to Lockheed, 

time that was not actually spent working on Government contracts, this system 
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error results in higher payments by the Government to Lockheed in several other 

ways. 

53. Because STARS does not distinguish between actual labor hours and lost 

time, STARS produces a report showing total hours spent per week per contract, 

which gives the appearance that the work required a higher number of labor hours 

than it actually did require. 

54. As a result of reporting to the Government that more labor is required than is 

actually necessary, Lockheed is able to assign more employees to the job than are 

needed and to get paid for more workers by the Government under the contract. 

55. Lockheed then falsely bills the Government for these additional employees’ 

lost time as well, creating a cycle where more improper billing results in more 

unnecessary employees who then conduct more improper billing. 

56. The effect of this fraud is massive. For example, 98 employees at 

Lockheed’s Palmdale site accounted for approximately 139,000 hours of lost time 

from 2005 through 2007. This averages out to more than 472 hours, or almost 60 

work days, per person per year in lost time being billed to the Government. 

57. This example of improper billing for lost time at the Palmdale site resulted 

in approximately $5 million in overpayments by the Government. 
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58. Similarly, from 2005 through 2007, 135 employees at Lockheed’s Fort 

Worth site accounted for approximately 146,000 hours of lost time. This averages 

out to more than 360 hours, or more than 45 work days, per person per year in lost 

time being billed to the Government. 

59. This example of improper billing for lost time at the Fort Worth site resulted 

in approximately $3.6 million in overpayments by the Government. 

60. Likewise, from 2005 through 2007, 71 employees at Lockheed’s Marietta 

site accounted for approximately 71,000 hours of lost time. This averages out to 

more than 333 hours, or almost 42 work days, per person per year in lost time 

being billed to the Government. 

61. This example of improper billing for lost time at the Marietta site resulted in 

approximately $1.5 million in overpayments by the Government. 

62. These overpayments were spread out across all of Lockheed’s Government 

contracts. 

63. This is more time off than Lockheed employees are allowed by Lockheed’s 

own policies, such as Corporate Policy Statements 534 and 535. 

64. Even more overpayment occurs when employees make up their lost time. 

Employees work “extra” to make up for time previously coded as sick, vacation, or 

other absence code, so that it appears that the employee has worked during both the 
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lost time and time beyond the regular forty hour work week. (Overtime paid when 

fewer than 40 hours are work is called “ghost overtime”.) 

65. At Lockheed, a request for sick leave or vacation requires managerial 

approval, so Lockheed management is aware of each instance and the total amount 

of time that each employee codes under these absence codes. 

66. Exempt employees (i.e., employees who do not get paid overtime under 

FLSA) earn a regularly hourly wage for overtime, and Lockheed submits bills to 

the Government claiming this overtime for reimbursement under their contracts. 

67. Non-exempt employees (i.e., employees who receive overtime under FLSA) 

earn one and a half times the regularly hourly wage for time in excess of 40 hours, 

and Lockheed submits bills to the Government claiming this overtime for 

reimbursement under their contracts. 

68. These overpayments falsely created by ghost overtime are unreasonable and 

violate the Government contracts and federal laws and regulations. 

69. Pursuant to Lockheed policy, the “Regular Time” code is “used to record 

paid hours up to 40 hours per workweek…. This code is also used when an 

employee is flexing their time.” 

70. Pursuant to Lockheed’s Corporate Policy Statement (“CPS”) 507, the 

“Overtime” code allows employees “to record hours worked in excess of the 
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employee’s normal work schedule… The extra hours must be authorized, directed 

and in support of operations requirements.” 

71. In other words, under Lockheed’s own definitions, the first 40 hours of 

actual labor are to be billed as regular time as part of the employee’s normal 

workweek, including when that labor is “flexed” to the weekends, and only hours 

in excess of that should be coded as overtime. 

72. As a federal contractor, Lockheed must abide by Federal Acquisition 

Regulations (“FAR”), Defense Federal Acquisitions Regulations (“DFARS”), 

federal law, and the terms of its contracts with the Government. 

73. Lockheed adopts these regulations through internal policies and in the terms 

of their contracts. 

74. FAR 22.103-2, for example, requires contractors such as Lockheed to 

“perform all contracts, so far as practicable, without using overtime, particularly as 

a regular employment practice, except when lower overall costs to the Government 

will result or when it is necessary to meet urgent program needs.” 

75. In these instances, Lockheed employees are eschewing work performed at 

normal pay during the 40 hour “normal workweek”, as defined by FAR 22.103-1, 

and instead are performing this work during a false “overtime”. 
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76. FLSA demonstrates the unreasonableness of this interpretation of overtime. 

FLSA applies on a workweek basis. An employee’s workweek is a fixed and 

regularly recurring period of 168 hours — seven consecutive 24-hour periods. It 

need not coincide with the calendar week, but may begin on any day and at any 

hour of the day. FLSA does not require overtime pay for work on Saturdays, 

Sundays, holidays, or regular days of rest, unless overtime is worked on such days. 

77. Under FLSA, “overtime” means “time actually worked beyond a prescribed 

threshold.” 

78. Under FLSA, “time worked outside of normal schedule” may not be the 

same as “time worked over 40 hours in a work week.” Only the latter is “overtime” 

under FLSA, and FLSA governs only pay due for “FLSA overtime” worked. 

79. The claims by Lockheed submitted to the Government for overtime wages 

are fraudulent when this “overtime” is based on paid hours rather than hours that 

employees actually worked on Government projects. 

80. Another example, FAR 31.201 requires that all costs passed on to the 

Government are reasonable, allowable, and allocable, and governs which costs 

meet these standards. 

81. Claims including ghost overtime violate FAR 31.2, as premium overtime 

costs for employees who have not worked more than 40 hours are not reasonable. 
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82. Claims that bill for lost time also violate FAR 31.2, as wages for employees 

who have not performed work are not reasonable. 

83. Lockheed admitted to Relators that costs for ghost overtime and lost time are 

not reasonable when Relators presented these additional costs in the context of 

costs to Lockheed (and not as costs to the Government). 

84. For example, during the week of July 4, 2008, Employee 108772, an exempt 

employee in Marietta, worked 38.2 regular hours and took 1.8 hours of leave (of 

the standard 40-hour work week). 

85. Notwithstanding the 1.8 hours of leave, Employee 108772 billed 4 hours of 

overtime for 4 hours that were worked outside of regular hours. 

86. For Employee 108772’s work during the week of July 4, 2008, Lockheed 

billed and was paid by the Government for 40 hours of regular labor and 4 hours of 

overtime. 

87. Another example, during the week of January 7, 2007, Employee 137935, a 

non-exempt employee in Fort Worth, worked 28 regular hours and took 18 hours 

of leave (of the standard 40-hour work week). 

88. Notwithstanding the 18 hours of leave, Employee 137935 billed 6 hours of 

overtime for 6 hours that were worked outside of regular hours. 
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89. For Employee 137935’s work during the week of January 7, 2007, Lockheed 

billed and was paid by the Government for 40 hours of regular labor and 6 hours of 

overtime at 1.5 times the normal rate. 

90. Employee 584798 billed overtime for every single week from January 2007 

through at least the end of August 2007. For 16 of those 35 weeks, the employee 

was also paid for lost time, either with Absence Code A, or Absence Code V (paid 

vacation). This amounted to 96.3 hours of paid vacation and 94 hours of overtime 

billed during the same weeks. 

91. The week ending April 6, 2007, Employee 584798 recorded 50.2 hours of 

paid vacation, and 6.4 hours of overtime. 

92. Upon information and belief, for the week ending April 6, 2007, Employee 

584798 billed for 6.4 hours of overtime without having billed for a single minute 

of regular time. 

93. Furthermore, as with the first scheme, this results in the appearance that it is 

necessary for employees to work overtime to finish a given project, enabling 

Lockheed to justify the assignment of more employees to that project, the 

overriding contract, and eventually justifying larger numbers for future contracts. 

94. Lockheed falsely bills and is paid by the Government for these additional 

employees and their supposedly necessary “additional labor.” 
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95. A statistical sampling conducted by Relators revealed a cost of 

approximately $6.08 million for salary employees who were charging incidental 

absences in the same week that they were charging ghost overtime. This study of 

three random weeks found that, on average, employees at Marietta logged time for 

823 paid absence hours per week, employees at Fort Worth logged time for 578 

paid absence hours per week, and employees at Palmdale logged time for 377 paid 

absence hours per week, totaling 1,778 hours per week. 

96. Multiplying the 823 lost hours per week by $68.44 per hour (inclusive of 

pay for absence plus pay for overtime) for 50 weeks results in a cost estimate of 

over $6 million per year. 

97. These data were based on a sampling of only a fraction of the paid lost time 

absence codes. Moreover, these data were only collected for the 20,000 employees 

of the Aeronautics division. There are 100,000 other Lockheed employees in other 

divisions that perpetrate these same schemes each and every week. 

98. In or about May 2008, after the STARS problem had still not been fixed and 

after discussing the problem with an outside consultant, Relators’ efforts were re-

focused on a new angle of presenting its severity: that this was not merely a cost to 

Lockheed, but the lost time attributed to federal contracts was ultimately billed to 

the Government, resulting in overbilling and fraud. 
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99. Once Relators realized that the overpayments were not just a significant 

pattern affecting Lockheed, but also that they were being charged to the 

Government client, they were determined to show Lockheed how serious and 

extensive this problem was, believing that someone at Lockheed would recognize 

its severity and correct it. 

100. To show Lockheed how significant the overbilling to the Government was, 

Relators pulled a sample of approximately 7,000 employees at Marietta for the 

week of May 25, 2009 through May 31, 2009. For each of these employees, 

Relators pulled from Lockheed’s “data warehouse” their employee number, the 

Government contract code that Lockheed billed to (an internal reference number 

for a particular Government contract work order), the Government contract 

title/work order that Lockheed billed to, the total hours that Lockheed billed to the 

Government, the overtime that Lockheed billed to the Government, and the double 

time that Lockheed billed to the Government. The results of Relators’ data 

warehouse query are attached hereto as Exhibit A and are incorporated in their 

entirety by reference. Some examples extracted from that data are presented below 

to clarify and explain the scheme. 

101. For the week ending May 31, 2009, Employee 587056 recorded 28 hours of 

vacation and 8 hours of holiday (36 hours of lost time). This employee also billed 
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20 actual labor hours, divided among two C130J work orders: 2MY – C130J 

Multiyear (16 hours) and 11H – C130J FYOC III FY06 A/C (4 hours). 

102. Despite working only 20 hours, all billed to the C130J, 8 hours were billed 

as overtime and 8 hours were billed as double time, all to 2MY. 

103. This was because 36 hours had already been billed as lost time under 

vacation and holiday, time that the employee performed no work, so only 4 hours 

were billed at regular time (equaling 40 hours, a standard work week), and the 

remaining 16 were improperly billed at overtime or double time. 

104. For the week ending May 31, 2009, Employee 114398 recorded 18 hours of 

vacation and 8 hours of holiday. This employee also billed 31.6 actual labor hours, 

divided among two F-22 work orders: 1LS – F/A22 Lot 7 Long Lead (13.5 hours) 

and 1AD – F22 Lot 8 TPC (18.1 hours). 

105. Despite working only 31.6 hours, all billed to the F-22, 10.2 hours were 

billed as overtime (1 to 1LS and 9.2 to 1AD) and 8.4 hours were billed as double 

time (all to 1AD). 

106. For the week ending May 31, 2009, Employee 556459 recorded 18 hours of 

vacation and 8 hours of holiday (26 hours of lost time). This employee also billed 

32 actual labor hours, divided among an overhead account (2.1 hours) and three 

C130J work orders: 2CS - C130J FYOC III FY 07 A/C (9.1 hours); 11H – C130J 
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FYOC III FY06 A/C (14.1 hours); and 02P – C130J Center Wing Box Rep (6.7 

hours). 

107. Despite working only 32 hours, of the 29.9 hours billed to the C130J, 11.3 

hours were billed as overtime (4.5 to 11H, 6.8 to 02P) and 5.6 hours were billed as 

double time (all to 11H). 

108. For the week ending May 31, 2009, Employee 148018 recorded 6 hours of 

vacation, 8 hours of holiday, and 3 hours of personal injury (Absence Code PI), for 

a total of 17 hours of lost time. This employee also billed 33.6 actual labor hours, 

divided among two P-3 work orders: 2SC – P-3 Wing Kits (33.3 hours) and 32K – 

P-3 Material IPT (0.3 hours). 

109. Despite working only 33.6 hours, all billed to the P-3, 11.6 hours were billed 

as overtime (11.3 to 2SC, 0.3 to 32K). 

110. This entry exemplifies a further lack of safeguards to ensure that accurate 

time is recorded. STARS relies on the employee to enter his time correctly; nobody 

checks these entries to ensure they are correct. This employee billed only 39 hours 

at regular time before beginning to bill at overtime rates. 

111. This was because 17 hours had already been billed as lost time under 

vacation and holiday, time that the employee performed no work, so only 22 hours 
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were billed at regular time (equaling 40 hours, a standard work week), and the 

remaining 16 were improperly billed at overtime or double time. 

112. For the week ending May 31, 2009, Employee 592348 recorded 9 hours of 

holiday. This employee also billed 37 actual labor hours, divided among an 

overhead account (17 hours) and an F-35 Joint Strike Fighter work order, 5J1 – 

JSF Sys Dev/Dem Prg (SDD) (20 hours). 

113. Despite working only 37 hours, 4 hours were billed as overtime to JSF work 

order 5J1 and 4 hours were billed as overtime to the overhead account (which costs 

are spread out over all LMC’s government contracts). 

114. For the week ending May 31, 2009, Employee 508493 recorded 9 hours of 

holiday. This employee also billed 38 actual labor hours, divided among two C-5 

work orders: 313 – C-5 Contour Box Beam Fitt (27 hours) and 0AQ – C-5 Laircm 

Production (11 hours). 

115. Despite working only 38 hours, all billed to the C-5, 7 hours were billed as 

overtime (5.0 to 313 and 2.0 to 0AQ). 

116. For the week ending May 31, 2009, Employee 575224 recorded 8 hours of 

holiday, 9 hours of vacation, and 1 hour of personal injury. This employee also 

billed 37.6 actual labor hours, divided among an overhead account (0.3 hours) and 
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two F-22 work orders: 5YW – F22 Faster CY CLIN 1010 (36.2 hours) and 5DA – 

F22 Faster, CLIN 0301 (1.1 hours). 

117. Despite working only 37.6 hours, 14.5 hours were billed as overtime to 

5YW, and all 1.1 hours were billed as overtime to 5DA. 

118. For the week ending May 31, 2009, 1,541 of the 7,000 employees had 

worked fewer than 40 hours, but were paid as if they had worked more than 40 

hours, including overtime. 7,334.5 hours in lost time were paid to those 1,541 

employees. 

119. Relators sampled the labor hours of 80 Lockheed non-exempt employees 

during that week. This study determined that 18 of the 80 employees (23%) billed 

more than 40 hours but worked fewer than 40 hours. 

120. This resulted in 199.5 absence hours and 129.15 ghost overtime hours 

fraudulently billed to and paid by the Government. 

121. Moreover, because these ghost hours were paid to non-exempt employees, 

they were paid at one and a half times the normal rate. 

122. Relators also sampled the labor hours of 3,891 Lockheed exempt employees 

during that same week. They determined that 723 of the 3891 employees (19%) of 

the employees billed more than 40 hours but worked fewer than 40 hours. 
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123. This resulted in 7,645.5 absence hours and 3,175.7 ghost overtime 

fraudulently billed to and paid by the Government. 

124. Similarly, for a project undertaken from August 12, 2008 through October 

21, 2008, Relators assisted Al Hall, an official with Lockheed’s Finance 

Department, to calculate the overpayments being made to salary employees when 

they incurred paid lost time and worked “extra hours” within the same week. 

125. The results of this project were presented to executive vice president Lee 

Rhyant. 

126. Nevertheless, Lockheed did nothing to correct this problem to prevent ghost 

overtime incurred by salaried employees from being reimbursed by the 

Government. 

Full Time Status to Part Time Employees 

127. Because of this same billing falsity, employees are assigned “full time” 

status for the purposes of reimbursement under Government contracts when their 

hours do not warrant this rate. 

128. Full-time employees are paid at higher rates under Government contracts 

than are part-time employees. 

129. From April 1, 2007 through August 24, 2007, Relators worked on a project 

designed to track Lockheed’s efforts to establish control over two different groups 
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of employees known to “work the systems” which regulated leaves of absence and 

paid lost time from work. The first group was made up of Lockheed employees 

who were paid a full salary while working far fewer than full-time hours. The 

second group was made up of Lockheed employees who were away from work 

many hundreds of hours per year but were able to maintain full-time benefits and 

significant income from indemnity programs. 

130. For example, the 135 employees referred to in Paragraph 58 above should 

not be considered full time, in light of the amount of hours that they actually work. 

131. Another example, in 2007, employee Sharon L. Teague-Elnamala worked a 

total of 300.6 hours, including six months where she worked fewer than six total 

hours, and only one month where she worked more than 52 hours. Ms. Teague-

Elnamala, however was given “full-time” status at Lockheed for the entirety of 

2007 and going into 2008. 

132. Similarly, employee Sheila Jones worked 31.2 hours in January 2007, 0 

hours in February 2007, 8 hours in March 2007, and 6 hours in April 2007. Despite 

these low hours, Jones was given “full-time” status at Lockheed when her schedule 

returned to normal in May 2007.  

133. This scheme results in the Government paying higher costs for these “full-

time” employees who are actually only part-time workers. 
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134. It is unreasonable and violates the Government contracts and federal laws 

and regulations to wrongly classify part-time employees as “full-time” and submit 

claims for payment from the Government based on these faulty classifications. 

RELATORS’ REPORTING EFFORTS AT LOCKHEED 

135. All of Relators’ findings were the direct results of investigations for projects 

assigned by Lockheed to Relator Wood in his role as a Six Sigma Black Belt at 

Lockheed and to Relator Isley in her role as his assistant. 

136. As long as Relators’ results were presented as a way to reduce costs to 

Lockheed, they were appreciated by Lockheed management, who intended to 

utilize the proposed cost-saving measures to save the company money. 

137. However, Relators began to understand that these same costs were being 

passed on to the Government, whether directly billed to certain contracts or being 

indirectly billed and shared as overhead over all the Government contracts. When 

they shared the exact same findings in the context of fraud, waste, and abuse of 

Government contracts, Lockheed management rejected Relators’ suggestions and 

retaliated against them. 

138. In December 2006, Relator Wood created a PowerPoint presentation 

regarding the problems with STARS and shared it with his director, Maribeth 

Malloy (Director of Environment, Safety, and Health Department). The 
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presentation explained how STARS’s failure to distinguish between time spent 

working and lost time resulted in overpayments to Lockheed employees. 

139. The December 2006 presentation also introduced the design of a large-scale 

project entitled “Workforce Performance Pilot”, which, among other features, 

would decrease waste by ensuring that any overtime labor charges would be based 

on extra hours that were actually worked above and beyond the standard 40 hours 

of labor. 

140. Relator Wood carefully explained to Malloy that Lockheed policy and 

procedure was to pay overtime after 40 hours no matter what those hours consisted 

of, including holiday, vacation, and sick leave taken during the week. 

141. Following this presentation, Relators sent several emails to individual 

employees who were found to be incorrectly entering their time. Relators 

explained to the employees that they were assigning incorrect absence codes to 

their work, resulting in overstatements of time worked and overtime. 

142. For example, on August 1, 2007, Relators sent an email to Thomas Aitken 

and Treena Hancock identifying employee Ivan Kachel as having an unusual 

pattern of taking paid time off (absence code A) the same week he had several 

hours of paid overtime. 
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143. Hancock wrote Aitken a response, copying Relator Isley, noting that this 

was an issue “getting scrutiny at the highest level” and that HR had recently 

presented statistics to Larry Lawson, Executive Vice President of Aeronautics, on 

the use of absence code A and paid overtime in the same week. 

144. Hancock further explained in her email that when someone takes time off 

using the A code, and they then work on an off-day, they should offset the A code 

rather than paying overtime for those hours. Hancock emphasized that this was not 

to discourage overtime or to discourage anyone from using their allotted A code 

time, but that they should not be paid for both code A and overtime in the same 

week. 

145. As Relator Wood documented in a September 19, 2007 email to Al Hall 

(Financial Analysis Senior Manager), copied to Roger Moore (Medical Director 

and Wood’s immediate supervisor), there was wide agreement at Lockheed that 

overtime should not be billed in the same week as A or PI (paid sick leave) 

absence codes. 

146. Although this was part of Wood’s job, these emails were often met with 

resentment, by both the employee and their supervisor. Supervisors prefer to show 

that employees under their authority are maximally engaged and recording a large 

number of hours. 
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147. Moreover, Lockheed supervisors considered it to be a “perk” that employees 

could take time off during the regular work week, and then make that time up over 

the weekends at a higher rate of a pay. 

148. This perk was particularly agreeable to Lockheed management because it 

came at no cost to Lockheed itself, which simply passed the costs on to the 

Government contracts being worked on. 

149. On November 29, 2007, Wood presented his findings to several vice 

presidents in the Human Resources; Finance; and Environment, Safety, and Health 

Departments at Lockheed. 

150. In December 2007, Wood was asked to present his findings at a “Kaizen 

event”, which is a week-long process improvement activity at Lockheed. The focus 

at this particular Kaizen event was the sources and elimination of waste. 

151. At this Kaizen event, Wood presented his findings to many of his superiors 

at Lockheed. Relators’ findings were greeted with great interest and appreciation 

by Lockheed management, who then requested that Relators expand the project 

and present an even more in-depth analysis of employee waste at Lockheed. 

152. From 2007-2008, Relator Wood regularly emailed his findings and 

suggested solutions to Maribeth Malloy (Director of Environment, Safety, and 

Health Department), Al Hall (Financial Analysis Senior Manager), Dr. Roger 
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Moore (Medical Director and Wood’s immediate supervisor), and Mike Martin 

(part of Fort Worth’s Integrated Operations Department), among others. 

153. For example, on December 3, 2007, Relator Wood sent an email to Hall, 

Moore, and Martin with detailed estimates of salary employees charging incidental 

absences during the same week they charged overtime hours, when no actual 

overtime hours were worked, resulting in approximately $6.08 million in costs. 

154. When Relator Wood first began to realize the extent to which this lost time 

was being billed at an extensive rate to the Government in or about May 2008, he 

contacted his supervisor and various members of Lockheed management and the 

finance department emphasizing that he believed the errors regarding the input of 

lost time and overtime had resulted in fraudulent overbilling to the Government. 

155. For example, on August 21, 2008, Wood sent an email to Dr. Roger Moore, 

Al Hall, Tonya Hersh (Financial Analysis Manager), and Charles Yarborough 

(Director of Health & Wellness Medical Strategies), that detailed his concerns with 

how Lockheed was overbilling the Government for overtime resulting from 

vacation and holiday time. 

156. In July and August of 2008, Wood was assigned by the corporate office to 

be leader of a sub-team whose purpose was to organize the return-to-work process 

for a corporate organization entitled LM HealthWorks. 
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157. The purpose of the LM HealthWorks sub-team was to create a harmonized 

return-to-work plan for Lockheed employees across the company and country who 

had been absent due to longterm illness from the company. 

158. Wood’s task as leader was to present the data and lead a team of people from 

multiple Lockheed sites across the country. As part of this task, Wood posted a 

large amount of data on a corporate sharepoint site (accessible to any and all 

employees with the use of a password) that clearly showed the extent of the 

improper submissions to their federal customers. 

159. This data on the corporate sharepoint site was accessible to any and all 

Lockheed management. 

RETALIATION AGAINST RELATOR WOOD 

160. Prior to May 2008, when Lockheed only considered his findings in the 

context of “costs to Lockheed” and not “fraud on the Government”, Wood was 

lauded by his superiors at Lockheed for his work on this project, which was seen as 

a way to reduce waste and save the company money. 

161. Lockheed presented to Wood the 2007 Aerostar Award and the Nova Award 

in recognition of his valuable work on the Six Sigma projects. 

162. Lockheed management showed their appreciation of Relator Wood’s efforts 

when he presented his findings at the Kaizen event in December 2007. 
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163. This response changed, however, as soon as Relator Wood began to address 

these same flaws in the labor recording and billing systems in the context of fraud 

on Government contracts. 

164. The Human Resources Department in particular took exception to Relator 

Wood’s reviews and findings, because Human Resources was the department, if 

any, that would have been in charge of maintaining STARS and ensuring its 

accuracy. 

165. In August of 2008, at the same time as Relator Wood was revealing to his 

supervisors his findings that Lockheed was fraudulently overbilling the 

Government for lost time and overtime, Human Resources Vice President 

Shantella (“Shan”) Cooper instigated an investigation into Wood’s professional 

conduct. 

166. Wood had conducted a “Fit for Duty” evaluation on an employee and only 

medically cleared him for certain jobs. 

167. Although these evaluations were common practice, and Wood had refused to 

grant full medical clearance to numerous employees throughout his lengthy 

employment at Lockheed, this was the first time an investigation was conducted as 

to Wood and a Fit for Duty evaluation. 
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168. Upon investigation by a Security Department investigator, Glenn Pfeiffer, 

Wood was cleared of any wrongdoing. 

169. Upon hearing from Pfeiffer that Wood had been exonerated, Human 

Resources official Shakilya Newsome stated that “Shan [Cooper] is not going to 

like that!” 

170. In April 2009, Wood met with Dr. Moore, a Human Resources official, and 

John Ames, who had replaced Maribeth Malloy as Environment, Safety, Health, 

and Medical Director of Lockheed’s Marietta office in December of 2008. 

171. During this meeting, Ames terminated Wood’s employment. 

172. Wood was never given a reason as to why he was being terminated. 

173. On June 2, 2009, Ames sent Wood a Separation Notice that indicated that 

the reason for his termination was “Released”, which Ames defined as 

“involuntary termination”. 

174. Following Wood’s termination, Lockheed held a meeting with the members 

of Wood’s staff to explain that he was no longer employed with Lockheed. 

175. The general consensus among the employees was that Wood’s firing was 

unwarranted and that Wood was an excellent leader. 
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RETALIATION AGAINST RELATOR ISLEY 

176. On February 22, 2012, the Court ordered that this action be unsealed, and 

the Complaint became a matter of public record available to Lockheed. 

177. On March 20, 2012, Relator Isley was informed that she would be assuming 

the job duties of a resigning Lockheed employee, Jan Ingram, with no additional 

compensation, effective April 16, 2012. Her new duties were to include FMLA and 

absence code processing. This assignment was made by Azar without any input 

from or discussion with Relator Isley or her direct supervisor, Kim Bruner. 

178. Prior to this reassignment, Relator Isley had made it clear to everyone in her 

department, including Kim Bruner and Denise Nabers, the lead over the FMLA 

process, that she never wanted to take back the FMLA processing duties. 

179. On April 10, 2012, Relator’s counsel sent a letter to counsel for Lockheed 

asserting that this reassignment amounted to a constructive discharge and 

requesting that this adverse employment action be rescinded. Lockheed did not 

respond to this letter. 

180. As a direct result of the aforementioned retaliation against Relator Isley, she 

was constructively discharged and tendered her resignation on April 19, 2012, 

effective May 1, 2012. 
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181. When Relator Isley asked who was going to handle FMLA after she left, 

Kim Bruner stated that it was not going to be handled by anyone at Marietta. 

COUNT I 

Violation of 31 U.S.C. § 3729 – False Claims Act 

182. Relators Isley and Wood hereby incorporate and reallege herein all other 

paragraphs as if fully set forth herein. 

183. As set forth above, Lockheed by and through its agents, officers and 

employees, knowingly presented, or caused to be presented to the United States 

Government numerous false or fraudulent claims for payment or approval, in 

violation of the False Claims Act, 31 U.S.C. § 3729(a)(1)(A). 

184. As set forth above, Lockheed by and through its agents, officers and 

employees, knowingly made, used, or caused to be made or used, false records or 

statements material to numerous false claims presented for payment or approval to 

the Government, in violation of the False Claims Act, 31 U.S.C. § 3729(a)(1)(B). 

185. As set forth above, Lockheed by and through its agents, officers and 

employees, knowingly made, used, or caused to be made or used a false record or 

statement material to an obligation to pay or transmit money or property to the 

Government, or knowingly concealed or knowingly and improperly avoided or 
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decreased an obligation to pay or transmit money or property to the Government, 

in violation of the False Claims Act, 31 U.S.C. § 3729(a)(1)(G). 

186. The Government, unaware of the falsity of these claims, records, and/or 

statements made by Lockheed and in reliance on the accuracy thereof, paid 

Lockheed for the claims. 

187. Due to Lockheed’s conduct, the Government has suffered substantial 

monetary damages. 

188. The United States is entitled to treble damages based upon the amount of 

damage sustained by the United States as a result of Defendant’s violations of the 

False Claims Act, 31 U.S.C. §§ 3729-3733, an amount that will be proven at trial. 

189. The United States is entitled to a civil penalty of between $5,500 and 

$11,000 as required by 31 U.S.C. § 3729(a) for each of Defendant’s fraudulent 

claims. 

190. Relator is also entitled to reasonable attorney’s fees and costs, pursuant to 31 

U.S.C. § 3730(d)(1). 

COUNT II 

Violation of 31 U.S.C. § 3730 – Retaliation 

191. Relators Isley and Wood hereby incorporate and reallege herein all other 

paragraphs as if fully set forth herein. 
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192. Defendant violated Relator Isley’s rights pursuant to 31 U.S.C. § 3730(h) by 

retaliating against her for lawful acts done by her in furtherance of an action under 

this section, including investigating matters that could reasonably lead to the filing 

of such an action. 

193. Defendant violated Relator Wood’s rights pursuant to 31 U.S.C. § 3730(h) 

by retaliating against him for lawful acts done by him in furtherance of an action 

under this section, including investigating matters that could reasonably lead to the 

filing of such an action. 

194. As a result of Lockheed’s actions, Relators Isley and Wood have suffered 

damages in an amount to be shown at trial. 

PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

 WHEREFORE, Relators Kathy Isley and Mark Wood pray for judgment: 

(a) awarding the United States treble damages sustained by it for each of the 

false claims; 

(b) awarding the United States a civil penalty of $11,000 for each of the false 

claims; 

(c) awarding Relators 30% of the proceeds of this action and any alternate 

remedy or the settlement of any such claim; 
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(d) providing Relators with the level of seniority and benefits they would have 

but for the violations of 31 U.S.C. § 3730(h); 

(e) awarding Relators special damages resulting from the retaliation; 

(f) awarding Relators their litigation costs and reasonable attorney’s fees; and 

(g) granting such other relief as the Court may deem just and proper. 

      Respectfully submitted, 

 
        /s/ Jason Marcus 
      Mike Bothwell 
      Georgia Bar No. 069920 
      Julie Bracker 
      Georgia Bar No. 073803 
      Jason Marcus 
      Georgia Bar No. 949698 
 

 
  304 Macy Drive 
  Roswell, Georgia 30076 
  Ph: 770-643-1606 
  Fax: 770-643-1442 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF GEORGIA 

ATLANTA DIVISION 
 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA ) 

ex rel. KATHY ISLEY and ) 
 MARK WOOD,   ) 
      ) 

Plaintiff-Relators,   ) 
      ) 
v.      )  Civil Action No. 1:09-CV-02381-TWT 
      ) 
LOCKHEED MARTIN CORP.,  ) 
      )  

Defendant.    ) 
 

 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I hereby certify that a copy of the foregoing was sent via the Court’s 

electronic filing system to all counsel of record on August 31, 2012. 

       /s/ Jason Marcus 
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